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GABAergic CaMKIIa1 Amygdala Output Attenuates Pain
and Modulates Emotional-Motivational Behavior via
Parabrachial Inhibition
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Pain and emotion are strongly regulated by neurons in the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA), a major output of the lim-
bic system; yet, the neuronal signaling pathways underlying this modulation are incompletely understood. Here, we character-
ized a subpopulation of CeA neurons that express the CaMKIIa gene (CeACAM neurons) and project to the lateral
parabrachial nucleus (LPBN), a brainstem region known for its critical role in distributing nociceptive and other aversive sig-
nals throughout the brain. In male Sprague Dawley rats, we show that CeACAM-LPBN neurons are GABAergic and mostly
express somatostatin. In anaesthetized rats, optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections inhibited responses of
LPBN neurons evoked by electrical activation of Ad- and C-fiber primary afferents; this inhibition could be blocked by intra-
LPBN application of the GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline. CeACAM-LPBN stimulation also dampened LPBN responses
to noxious mechanical, thermal, and chemical stimuli. In behaving rats, optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections
attenuated nocifensive responses to mechanical pressure and radiant heat, disrupted the ability of a noxious shock to drive
aversive learning, reduced the defensive behaviors of thigmotaxis and freezing, induced place preference, and promoted food
consumption in sated rats. Thus, we suggest that CeACAM-LPBN projections mediate a form of analgesia that is accompanied
by a shift toward the positive-appetitive pole of the emotional-motivational continuum. Since the affective state of pain
patients strongly influences their prognosis, we envision that recruitment of this pathway in a clinical setting could poten-
tially promote pain resilience and recovery.
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Significance Statement

Pain and emotion interact on multiple levels of the nervous system. Both positive and negative emotion may have analgesic
effects. However, while the neuronal mechanisms underlying “stress-induced analgesia” have been the focus of many studies,
the neuronal substrates underlying analgesia accompanied by appetitive emotional-motivational states have received far less
attention. The current study focuses on a subpopulation of amygdala neurons that form inhibitory synapses within the brain-
stem lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPBN). We show that activation of these amygdalo-parabrachial projections inhibits pain
processing, while also reducing behaviors related to negative affect and enhancing behaviors related to positive affect. We pro-
pose that recruitment of this pathway would benefit pain patients, many of whom suffer from psychological comorbidities
such as anxiety and depression.

Introduction
Pain is normally experienced as aversive, and as such enhances
negative emotions and promotes defensive behavior while sup-
pressing positive emotions and appetitive behavior (Rhudy and
Meagher, 2001; Neugebauer et al., 2020). The effects of emotion
on pain perception, on the other hand, seem to be more com-
plex. For example, both positive and negative emotional states
can potentially have analgesic effects (Rhudy and Meagher, 2001;
Butler and Finn, 2009; Neugebauer et al., 2020). Yet, while posi-
tive emotion promotes healing and well-being, negative emotions
promote defensive behaviors such as withdrawal and avoidance,
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and over time may become maladaptive, leading to a worsening
of existing pain conditions and the development of psychologi-
cal comorbidities such as anxiety and depression (Karoly and
Ruehlman, 2006; Lang and Bradley, 2010; Radat et al., 2013;
Sturgeon et al., 2014).

Considered a major output of the limbic system, the central
nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) integrates emotionally-rele-
vant information and controls its downstream targets via
GABAergic projections (Tovote et al., 2015; Neugebauer et al.,
2020). Historically, data from studies involving indiscriminate
experimental manipulations of CeA neurons (e.g., by electrical
stimulation or lesions) have suggested that excitation of CeA
neurons underlies the phenomenon of stress-induced analgesia,
involving autonomic activation, aversion, and defensive behav-
ior (Applegate et al., 1983; LeDoux et al., 1988; Helmstetter,
1992; Oliveira and Prado, 2001). Both CeA-evoked analgesia
and defensive behaviors can be largely attributed to its projec-
tions to the periaqueductal gray (PAG), resulting in disinhibi-
tion of PAG projection neurons and indirect descending
modulation of sensory and motor spinal circuits (LeDoux et al.,
1988; Oliveira and Prado, 2001; Tovote et al., 2016).

Technological advancements over the past two decades have
allowed for a more subtle dissection of amygdala circuitry and
its connections to other brain regions. Genetically- and ana-
tomically-defined subpopulations of CeA neurons have been
described, with some seemingly encoding safety rather than
danger, and driving appetitive rather than defensive behavior
(Douglass et al., 2017; J. Kim et al., 2017). Intriguingly, it was
recently shown that activation of a subpopulation of inhibi-
tory neurons within the CeA had both analgesic and anti-aver-
sive effects (Hua et al., 2020), an outcome that is inconsistent
with activation of the canonical circuits involved in stress
responses, and would arguably require a different form of de-
scending modulation.

One potential target for CeA neurons modulating both
pain perception and emotional-motivational state is the lat-
eral parabrachial nucleus (LPBN). This brainstem nucleus
is considered a key node in the ascending pain system, but
also plays a critical role in emotional-motivational behavior
(for review, see Gauriau and Bernard, 2002; Palmiter, 2018;
Chiang et al., 2019). Specifically, excitation and disinhibi-
tion of LPBN neurons are associated with increased pain
and defensive behaviors, while their inhibition results in
pain attenuation and promotes appetitive behavior (Han et
al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Barik et al., 2018, 2021;
Uddin et al., 2018; Chiang et al., 2020; Raver et al., 2020;
Sun et al., 2020; Luskin et al., 2021). Previous reports have
shown that the LPBN receives GABAergic inputs from the
CeA, which are capable of inducing appetitive behavior and
attenuating pain responses in rodents (Jia et al., 2005; Douglass
et al., 2017; Raver et al., 2020).

Here, we report on the properties and functions of a popula-
tion of LPBN-projecting CeA neurons. We show that most of
these neurons express the calcium-calmodulin-dependent kinase
IIa (CaMKIIa; CeACAM-LPBN neurons), as well as somatosta-
tin. Selective optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projec-
tions resulted in inhibition of LPBN neurons both in vitro and in
vivo, via GABAA receptor activation. In behaving rats, CeACAM-
LPBN stimulation attenuated pain behavior, hindered the
acquisition of aversive learning involving a noxious stimu-
lus, reduced defensive behavior, and induced appetitive
behavior. These results indicate that activation of this par-
ticular amygdalar output pathway induces analgesia as well

as a shift toward a positive emotional-motivational state,
potentially promoting recuperation.

Materials and Methods
Animals
All experiments were performed in male Sprague Dawley rats (40–100 g
at the time of virus injection, marking the beginning of the experi-
ment), bred in-house at the Medical University of Vienna, Austria.
Throughout the experiment, rats were housed under standard labora-
tory conditions, with a 12/12 h light/dark cycle regime (light on at
6 A.M.) and ad libitum access to food and water. Experiments were
performed during the light phase. All procedures were performed
according to European Communities Council directives on the use of
animals for scientific purposes (2010/63/EU), and were approved by
the Ethics Committee for Advice and Assessment of Research Projects on
Animals at the Medical University of Vienna, as well as the Austrian
Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research (BMBWF).

Virus injections
For retrograde tracing of CeACAM-LPBN neurons, herpes simplex viral
vectors expressing mCherry under the control of either the ubiquitous
cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter (HSV1-CMV-mCherry), or of the
CaMKIIa promoter (HSV1-CaMKIIa-mCherry; Viral Gene Transfer
Core of the McGovern Institute for Brain Research at MIT) were
injected unilaterally into the right LPBN. Adeno-associated viral vec-
tors (AAVs) used in this study were obtained from the Neuroscience
Gene Vector and Virus Core of Stanford University. For expression of
channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) fused to the mCherry fluorophore under
the control of the CaMKIIa promoter, AAV2/DJ-CaMKIIa-hChR2
(H134R)-mCherry (AAV-ChR2) was injected into the CeA bilaterally,
or unilaterally into the right CeA for some in vivo electrophysiology
experiments (see below). Control rats received intra-CeA injections of
AAV2/DJ-CaMKIIa-mCherry (AAV-mCherry), which does not include
the gene for ChR2. Rats were placed in an anesthesia induction cham-
ber and received 5% isoflurane in 6–8 l/min O2. After loss of conscious-
ness, rats received a cocktail of ketamine and xylazine (50 and 2.5mg/
kg, i.p., respectively). Carprofen (4mg/kg, s.c.) was administered for
perioperative analgesia. The head was shaved and fixed in a stereotaxic
frame, and the isoflurane anesthesia titrated (0.5–3% in 0.6–0.8 l/min
O2, delivered via a mask mounted on the mouthpiece of the stereotaxic
frame) to achieve a stable state of deep anesthesia, determined by the
absence of withdrawal reflexes to hindpaw pinch. Core body tempera-
ture was maintained at 37°C using a heating pad (Panlab). The scalp
was incised, and a craniotomy performed to allow access to the LPBN
(1.8 mm laterally and 0.5 mm caudally to the apex of the lambdoid
suture) or CeA (3.8 mm laterally and 1.5–2 mm rostrally to the bregma).
A microsyringe (Hamilton) was mounted onto a motorized stereotaxic
microinjector (IMS-20, Narishige), and loaded with the appropriate viral
vector. Injection procedures were adjusted for intra-LPBN and intra-
CeA injections, to maximize vector delivery throughout the rostrocaudal
plane of each target, while minimizing spill-over (see examples in
Results). The microsyringe needle was slowly lowered toward the brain
target, with the needle tip facing caudally at a 7- or 20-degree angle for
LPBN and CeA injections, respectively. Injection depths (from the brain
surface) were 6.2 mm for the LPBN and 7.5 mm for the CeA. The micro-
syringe was kept in place for 5min before injection commenced. For
intra-LPBN and intra-CeA injections, 0.4 and 1ml of virus solution was
infused, respectively, at a rate of 0.1ml/min; once injection was com-
pleted, the microsyringe was left in place for an additional 5–10min
before being slowly retracted. Following virus injections, rats were
allowed a period of gene expression before additional procedures took
place. Experiments in acute brainstem slices (see below) revealed robust
expression of ChR2-mCherry in CeA axons at the LPBN level as early as
four weeks after AAV injection. Nevertheless, in vivo optogenetic
experiments were performed in adult rats (at least three months
old), at least eight weeks after virus injection. For experiments
involving HSV1-based retrograde labeling of CeACAM-LPBN neu-
rons, brains were removed six weeks after virus injection.
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In vitro whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
Brain slice preparation
Rats were deeply anaesthetized with isoflurane (5% in O2) and decapi-
tated. The brain was quickly removed and kept in preoxygenated
(95% O2 and 5% CO2) ice-cold incubation solution, which consisted
of (all in mM): 95 NaCl, 1.8 KCl, 1.2 KH2PO4, 0.5 CaCl2, 7 MgSO4,
26 NaHCO3, 15 glucose, and 50 sucrose, pH 7.4; osmolarity = 310–
320 mOsm/l. A vibrating microslicer (DTK-1000, Dosaka) was used
to prepare 350-mm-thick coronal brain slices containing the LPBN.
Brain slices were kept in oxygenated incubation solution at 33–34°C
for 30min, and then at room temperature until further use.

In vitro electrophysiological recordings
Brain slices were transferred into a recording chamber and constantly
super-fused (rate = 3–4 ml/min; IP High Precision Multichannel Pump,
Ismatec) with oxygenated recording solution, which consisted of (all
in mM): 127 NaCl, 1.8 KCl, 1.2 KH2PO4, 2.4 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO4,
26 NaHCO3, and 15 glucose, pH 7.4; osmolarity= 310–320 mOsm/l. The
LPBN was localized using a x4 objective on an upright microscope
(Olympus BX51WI, Olympus Optical) connected to a camera (PCO)
and Dodt infrared optics (Luigs & Neumann) via visual landmarks,
mainly the superior cerebellar peduncle. For the whole-cell patch-clamp
approach, LPBN neurons were visualized with a 40� 0.8 N.A. water
immersion objective. A horizontal micropipette puller (Model P-1000,
Sutter Instrument) was used to prepare patch pipettes (2–4 MX) from
borosilicate glass tubes (GB200F-8P, Science Products). Patch pip-
ettes were filled with intracellular solution, consisting of (all in mM):
120 potassium gluconate, 20 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 20 HEPES, 0.5 Na-GTP,
0.5 Na4-EGTA, and 2 Na2-ATP, pH 7.28 (adjusted with KOH),
osmolarity = 280–300 mOsm/l.

Recordings were performed in voltage-clamp mode with a holding
potential of �70mV, using a patch-clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200B),
a digitiser (Digidata 1440A) and pCLAMP 10 acquisition software (all
from Molecular Devices). Under these recording conditions, the equi-
librium potential for both Na1 and Cl– was more positive than the
holding potential, resulting in inward currents for both ions. Only
cells with a resting membrane potential equal or more negative than
�45mV and with a series resistance below 25 MX were used for
experiments. CeACAM axons in the LPBN were activated by 10-ms
pulses of blue light (470 nm), delivered by an optical fiber (1-mm
diameter, 0.48 N.A., Thorlabs) and produced by a driver-powered
light-emitting diode (LEDD1B, Thorlabs). Only neurons in which
photostimulation induced postsynaptic currents (PSCs) that could
follow a 10� 10Hz stimulation with a failure rate of�10% were used
for further analyses. Light-evoked PSCs were recorded for at least
15min, with a light pulse given every 30 s. To monitor the series re-
sistance, a voltage step to �80mV was applied 100ms before each
light pulse; only experiments with a maximum variance of625% of
the series resistance were included in further analyses. Signals were
low-pass filtered (2–10 kHz) and sampled at 100 kHz. Analysis was
performed offline using Clampfit 10.7 Software (Molecular Devices).
We did not correct for the liquid junction potential.

Drugs and drug application
All drugs were prepared in stock solutions and diluted in 20-ml record-
ing solution to reach the desired concentration, and applied in a closed
system via super-fusion of the recording chamber. The following drugs
were added during electrophysiological recordings (solvent of stock solu-
tions is given as well): the AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist CNQX
(10 mM, dimethyl sulfoxide, Abcam), and the GABAA receptor antagonist
bicuculline (10 mM, deionized distilled H2O, Sigma-Aldrich). Drugs were
applied with an interapplication interval of 5min.

In vivo extracellular recordings
Surgery
Rats were deeply anaesthetized using a ketamine/xylazine mixture (ini-
tial dose of 110 and 10mg/kg, i.p., respectively). A tracheotomy was per-
formed and animals were intubated with a 14G cannula, for mechanical
respiration with a microventilator (10–30 mbar O2, 75–90 pulses/min;

UMV-03, Uno). The jugular vein was exposed and cannulated, and the
head fixed into a stereotaxic frame. A craniotomy was performed over
the right LPBN (or over both LPBNs, for some experiments involving
intra-LPBN microinjections, as described below), and the left sciatic
nerve was exposed and connected to a bipolar hook stimulation elec-
trode. A syringe mounted onto a motorized injector (AL-300, World
Precision Instruments) and connected to the jugular cannula was used
for continuous IV delivery (4 ml/kg/h) of a solution consisting of:
Ringer’s solution (54.5%), 6% hydroxyethyl starch 130/0.4 in 0.9%
NaCl (26%), glucose (7%), 10% ketamine hydrochloride, and 2% xyla-
zine hydrochloride (5% and 2.5%, respectively) for anesthesia mainte-
nance, and 0.2% pancuronium bromide (5%) for muscle relaxation. A
vital sign sensor (MouseOX Plus, STARR Life Sciences Corp.) was
attached to the right hindpaw of the rat, and allowed for online moni-
toring of blood oxygen saturation, pulse distention and pulse rate
throughout the experiment.

Recording configuration
An “optetrode” (Thomas Recording GmbH), consisting of a single-shaft
platinum/tungsten tetrode (0.5–0.8 MV; O.D. = 100mm) connected to
an optic fiber (O.D. = 120mm, 0.66 N.A., tip positioned 250mm above
tetrode tip), was inserted into the brain 2–2.5 mm laterally and 1.5–
2.5 mm rostrally to the l , with the optic fiber positioned rostrolaterally
to the tetrode. The optetrode was advanced toward the LPBN at a 7°
angle (tip facing caudally), under electrophysiological control (average
recording depth = 5.6 mm from the brain surface). To allow for post-
mortem identification of recording locations, optetrode tips were shortly
dipped in a solution containing the fluorescent dye 1,1’-dioctadecyl-
3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine, 4-chlorobenzenesulfonate salt
(DiD; 5% w/v in 2:1 acetone:methanol) before insertion. In some rats,
recordings were performed from 2 electrophysiologically distinct loca-
tions within the LPBN; the minimal distance between two recording sites
in the same rat was 190mm. Extracellular activity was digitized at 30 kHz
per channel (HS-16-MUX and Digital Lynx 4SX, Neuralynx), and band-
passed online (0.5–3 kHz; Cheetah 5, Neuralynx) to record action poten-
tials. For optogenetic stimulation, a train (10-ms pulses at 20Hz; 2100
isolated pulse stimulator, AM Systems) of blue light (473-nm wave-
length) was delivered from a laser source (OptoSolo, IkeCool) to the
optetrode via a patch cord (105-mm core diameter, 0.22 N.A.); the light
power was set to;15 mW as measured directly below the optetrode tip
(S121C sensor and PM100D power meter console, Thorlabs).

Delivery of noxious stimuli and optogenetic stimulation
Neuronal LPBN responses to electrical sciatic nerve stimulation (0.5-ms
pulses, 15-s interstimulus interval; Isostim ISO-01D-100, npi electronic
GmbH) were recorded in experiments consisting of 40 weak stimuli
(1 V) and 40 strong stimuli (15 V; order counterbalanced between
experiments); these stimulation intensities were found to be consistently
subthreshold and suprathreshold for the activation of C-fiber primary
afferents, respectively (unpublished data). The sciatic nerve was stimu-
lated in alternating laser off and laser on trials; in laser on trials, a 6-s
blue light train was triggered 5 s before nerve stimulation. To examine
LPBN neuronal responses to noxious mechanical pressure and radiant
heat, calibrated forceps (Rodent Pincher, Bioseb) and infrared (IR) laser
(980nm; Photontec Berlin), respectively, were applied to the left hind-
paw. In experiments involving noxious pinch, the minimal force for elic-
iting firing in at least one recorded neuron was determined in real time.
Then, 40 pinches (1 s in duration, 30-s interstimulus interval) of varying
suprathreshold intensities were applied in alternating “laser off” (con-
trol) and “laser on” trials; the experimenter was blind to the neuronal ac-
tivity during testing. In laser on trials, a 6-s blue laser train was triggered
5 s before the application of the pinch. In radiant heat experiments,
IR light was delivered through a patch cord (200-mm core diameter, 0.22
N.A.), the end of which was positioned ;15 mm from the hindpaw.
Once a receptive field was identified, 20 IR stimuli (5-s pulses, 30-s inter-
stimulus interval) were applied in alternating laser off and laser on trials.
In laser on trials, an 11-s blue laser train was triggered 5 s before IR
onset. Capsaicin (1%, 0.1 ml, intraplantar; Tocris Bioscience) was
injected into receptive fields of neurons responding to either pinch or
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radiant heat. LPBN activity was recorded for 15min, starting 5min
before capsaicin injection; 15-s blue laser trains (laser on blocks) were
separated by 15-s periods without laser stimulation (laser off blocks)
throughout. The timing of capsaicin injection (during a laser off or laser
on block) was counterbalanced between experiments. When multiple
experiments were performed in the same rat, experiments involving sci-
atic nerve stimulation or pinch always preceded radiant heat experi-
ments, and capsaicin experiments were the last to be performed.

Intra-LPBN microinjections
In a separate cohort of rats, we examined the effects of intra-LPBN bicu-
culline on the ability of CeACAM-LPBN stimulation to inhibit LPBN
responses to electrical stimulation of the sciatic nerve. For this, rats
received intra-CeA injections of AAV-ChR2, either bilaterally or unilat-
erally (right CeA). Subsequently, an optetrode equipped with an injec-
tion cannula (O.D. 115mm, tip positioned caudomedially and 250mm
ventrally to tetrode tip; Thomas Recording GmbH) was inserted into the
right or left LPBN (ipsilateral to the injected CeA), and neuronal
responses to weak and strong electrical stimulation of the left sciatic
nerve in alternating laser off and laser on trials were recorded as
described above. Once laser-induced inhibition was detected (minimum
of 20% reduction in at least one response component and 10% reduction
overall, see below), 250 nl of either bicuculline methiodide (4 mM) or ve-
hicle (saline) were injected into the LPBN at a rate of 100 nl/min.
Responses to sciatic nerve stimulation in laser off and laser on trials were
repeated 15–45min after microinjection. A maximum of one experiment
per hemisphere (and two recording locations per rat) was performed.

Analysis of in vivo electrophysiological data
All data collected in in vivo electrophysiology experiments were analyzed
offline in Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design Ltd.), using bespoke pro-
grams written in the Spike2 language. In sciatic nerve stimulation experi-
ments, the electrical stimulus evoked synchronous firing of multiple
units in close succession, which precluded reliable spike sorting in the
majority of cases; therefore, data were treated as a multiunit activity
(MUA) signal. Spiking events were extracted by thresholding the MUA
signal. Waveforms were first rectified, and waveforms crossing the
threshold level, calculated as mean1 7 � SD of baseline, were further
examined; only waveforms whose nonrectified peak-to-peak amplitude
was at least twice the threshold value were marked as spiking events and
were included in subsequent analyses. The minimal interspike interval
was set to 1.5ms. For both the weak (1 V) and strong (15 V) nerve stim-
ulation intensities, strong phasic population activity was observed in the
range of 7–80ms poststimulus (early response component); we attribute
this early response component to spinoparabrachial inputs driven by
the activation of A-type primary afferents (mostly Ad -fibers). In strong
nerve stimulation trials, an additional late response component was
observed in the range of 80–1000ms (but usually terminating within
the first 250ms postnerve stimulation). Analysis of laser effects was re-
stricted to time bins in which a response to nerve stimulation occurred.
Bin duration was set to 10ms (sliding window, 5-ms steps) for the early
component, and 30ms (10-ms steps) for the late component. For both
components, the response threshold was set to the mean1 5 � SD of
the firing rate during baseline periods (10–5 s before the nerve stimula-
tion, to exclude the time of optogenetic stimulation), in addition, to be
considered suprathreshold, firing had to be detected within a given bin
in.20% of trials.

For experiments involving pinch, radiant heat, and capsaicin, spikes
were sorted based on their relative contribution to the waveforms of the
four recording channels. For this, spikes from each channel were first
thresholded based on peak-to-peak amplitude; suprathreshold spikes
were sorted based on template matching and principal component anal-
ysis, taking into account all recorded channels. Next, it was determined
whether each extracted unit responded to the noxious stimulus in ques-
tion. For pinch and radiant heat stimuli, the firing rate during the base-
line period (10–5 s before the onset of noxious stimuli) was compared
with the firing rate in predefined periods after the onset of the noxious
stimulus (0–3 s for pinch and 3–8 s for radiant heat). Within these pre-
defined periods, 1-s bins (sliding window, 0.5-s steps) were examined to

determine whether the firing rate within each time bin was higher than
the mean1 2 � SD of baseline. In addition, since most LPBN neurons
exhibited low spontaneous firing, to qualify as a response bin, firing had
to be detected within a given suprathreshold bin in.40% of trials. For
capsaicin experiments, a unit was considered responsive if it showed a
significantly elevated firing rate compared with baseline (one-sided
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test, p, 0.05) during at least five
consecutive min in the period of 30–600 s following the injection;
for this analysis, only laser off blocks were considered. The effect of pho-
tostimulation on capsaicin-evoked activity was tested for the period of
30–600 s postinjection; the first 30 s following injection were excluded
from analysis to minimize the contribution of mechanical stimulation to
the analyzed activity. To avoid contamination of the data by delayed
effects of laser onset and offset, only the last 10 s of laser off and laser on
blocks were included in these analyses.

Behavioral experiments
Optic fiber implantation
Rats were anaesthetized with a combination of a ketamine/xylazine
injection (50 and 5mg/kg, i.p., respectively) and isoflurane (1–3% in
1 l/min O2) delivered through a mask mounted on the mouthpiece of
the stereotaxic frame (Narishige). Carprofen (4mg/kg, s.c.) was adminis-
tered for perioperative analgesia, the head was fixed using nonrupturing
ear bars, the scalp was incised and retracted, and the surface of the skull
cleaned. Craniotomies were performed over the LPBN bilaterally and
four surgical screws (1.2 mm in diameter; Precision Technology Supplies
Ltd.) were inserted into the skull for implant fixation. Optic fibers (core
diameter 200mm, 0.22 N.A.) fitted into ceramic ferules were slowly
advanced into the brain at a 7° angle, such that their tips were positioned
above the LPBN (insertion location 2.2 mm laterally and 2.2 mm ros-
trally to the l , depth of 5.2 mm from brain surface). Optic fibers were
fixed in place using a combination of UV light-sensitive cement (Tetric
EvoFlow, Ivoclar Vivadent) and bone cement (Refobacin, Biomet). Rats
were allowed at least one week of recovery before behavioral procedures
began.

General experimental procedures
All behavioral experiments were conducted on intermingled groups of
rats injected with AAV-ChR2 or the control vector AAV-mCherry. The
experimenter was blind to group allocation of each rat during testing
and data extraction. When applicable, lab equipment was triggered
using an I/O card (USB-6002, NI), controlled by bespoke MatLab
scripts (MathWorks Inc.). Laser stimulation (473-nm wavelength) was
delivered to the implanted optic fibers through patch cords (200 mm,
0.22 N.A.) connected to the laser source (OptoSolo) via a beam split-
ter/rotary joint (Doric Lenses), in trains of 10-ms pulses, at a frequency
of 20Hz. In experiments involving tracking or analysis of freezing, ses-
sions were video recorded with a USB camera (DFK 22BUC03, The
Imaging Source GmbH), controlled by Viewer3 (Biobserve).

Nocifensive responses to mechanical and thermal stimulation
Mechanical and heat sensitivity were measured using the von Frey and
Hargreaves tests, respectively, in separate cohorts of animals. Rats were
habituated to the experimenter and experimental apparatus on two con-
secutive days. Baseline paw withdrawal measurements were performed
on 2 d. On the third day of testing (day 0), rats were shortly anaesthe-
tized with isoflurane (5% in 6 l/min O2 for 1min), and 1% capsaicin
(0.1 ml, intraplantar; Tocris Bioscience) was injected into left hind-
paw; an additional paw withdrawal measurement commenced 30min
thereafter. In both types of threshold tests, paws were stimulated in
alternating laser off and laser on trials; the minimal interval between
measurements was 5min. In all sessions, paws were stimulated either
in the absence or presence of optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-
LPBN axons (laser off and laser on conditions, respectively); condi-
tions were alternated between each two measurements from the same
paw. In laser on trials, a 30-s laser train was triggered by the experi-
menter 5–10 s before the onset of paw stimulation. Paw withdrawal
responses were scored separately for each paw in each condition (laser
off/on). For the von Frey test, the 50% paw withdrawal threshold was
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assessed using the simplified up-down method, as previously described
(Bonin et al., 2014; Hadschieff et al., 2020). Briefly, each paw was
stimulated five times per condition. For each stimulation, von Frey fila-
ments were applied to the plantar surface of the hindpaw for up to 5 s,
or until paw withdrawal. If the paw was withdrawn, a lighter filament
was used for the next stimulation of the same paw in the same condi-
tion; otherwise, a higher force filament was used. For the Hargreaves
test, the paw withdrawal latency to radiant heat was calculated as previ-
ously described (Hargreaves et al., 1988; Xanthos et al., 2011). Briefly,
rats were placed on a glass floor, and an IR lamp (Stoelting) was used
to generate a radiant beam aimed at the plantar surface. The intensity
of the IR beam was adjusted to elicit a mean withdrawal latency of
;12 s in laser off trials of the first baseline session. In each trial, radi-
ant heat was applied until paw withdrawal, or until the 20-s cutoff was
reached. For each session, the withdrawal latency for each hindpaw
was calculated as the average of two measurements performed per
condition.

Unconditioned responses and aversive learning induced by noxious
shocks
To examine how CeACAM-LPBN stimulation would affect both innate
and learnt responses to a noxious input, rats underwent a single fear
conditioning session (day 1). The conditioning chamber (L � W �
H= 80� 38 � 40 cm; Institute of Science and Technology; IST), was
equipped with a grid floor for foot-shock delivery (cleaned with 70%
ethanol), and a wall-mounted loudspeaker; the walls were covered
with visual markings. Rats were placed in the conditioning chamber
and allowed to explore freely for 2min before conditioning began.
Then, rats received two pairings of a tone conditioned stimulus (tone-
CS; 10 s, 2 kHz, 70 dB; AFG-2225, GW-Instek) and a co-terminating
electrical shock (1mA, 0.5 s) generated by a shocker/scrambler
(LE100-26, Panlab) as the unconditioned stimulus (shock-US (uncon-
ditioned stimulus)), with an intertrial interval of 5min; pilot experi-
ments showed that this conditioning procedure resulted in robust
conditioned freezing to the tone-CS (conditioned stimulus). In each
trial, laser stimulation was delivered for 2 s, beginning 1 s before the
onset of the shock-US. On day 2, rats underwent a “cue test” session,
in which they were placed in a test chamber (L � W � H= 80� 44 �
40 cm; IST), that was distinct from the conditioning chamber in terms
of floor (black Plexiglas), odor (5% acetic acid), and visual patterns on
the surrounding walls. After 2min of habituation to the test chamber,
the tone-CS was delivered for three consecutive minutes. Freezing
behavior during the first 2 min after each shock in the conditioning
session, as well as during tone-CS presentation in the cue test session,
was manually scored offline by a trained experimenter. In order to be
considered a freezing bout, the rat had to stay completely still (except
for respiration-related movement) for a minimum of two consecutive
seconds.

Defensive behaviors
The effect of laser stimulation on defensive behavior was tested using
two paradigms: thigmotaxis in an open field arena, and freezing
(Barnett, 1963; Sullivan et al., 2003; Fanselow et al., 2019; Mobbs et
al., 2020). Thigmotaxis behavior was assessed in a subset of rats previ-
ously tested for heat sensitivity, 3 d following the last session of
threshold testing. Rats were placed in an open field arena (L � W �
H= 80� 95 � 40 cm; IST) for 10min, and laser stimulation was deliv-
ered throughout. To quantify thigmotaxis behavior, the location of
rats was automatically tracked (Viewer3) and the thigmotaxis score
was calculated as the % of time in which the body center was within
15 cm of the walls. To assess the effect of laser stimulation on freezing,
a separate cohort of rats were first fear conditioned as described
above. The conditioning session (day 1) consisted of three pairings of
tone-CS and shock-US (2mA, 0.5 s), delivered with 2-min intertrial
intervals; pilot experiments showed this conditioning procedure
induced robust conditioned freezing to both the context (condition-
ing chamber) and the tone-CS. On day 2, rats underwent two test ses-
sions, a context test and cue test, which were separated by 4 h. In the
context test session, rats were placed in the conditioning chamber for

5min, and laser stimulation was delivered for 2min, 1–3min after
the test began. In the cue test session, rats were placed in a novel
chamber; after 2min of habituation, the tone-CS was delivered for
3min, and laser stimulation was delivered for 2min, 1–3min after
tone commencement. On day 5, a cue-retest session took place, which
was identical to the cue test session, except that no laser stimulation
was given. Scoring of freezing during all test sessions was performed
as described above.

Appetitive behaviors
To evaluate the effect of CeACAM-LPBN stimulation on appetitive
behaviors, we examined the ability of laser stimulation to induce real-
time place preference (RTPP) and food consumption (Bardo and Bevins,
2000; Lang and Bradley, 2010; Douglass et al., 2017). The RTPP para-
digm consisted of two daily sessions. On day 1 (baseline session), rats
were placed in the center of a behavioral arena divided into two com-
partments (80� 47 cm each), separated by a passageway (30 cm) that
allowed for free passage between both compartments. The two com-
partments were distinct from each other in odor (30% ethanol and
1% acetic acid) and visual patterns on the walls. Rats were allowed
to freely explore the arena for 10min, while receiving no laser stimu-
lation. On day 2, rats in the AAV-mCherry-Capsaicin and AAV-
ChR2-Capsaicin groups received intraplantar capsaicin injections, as
described above; rats in the AAV-ChR2-No Pain group were handled,
but not injected; 30 min later, the test session took place. Rats were
placed in the center of the arena, and allowed to explore freely. Once
a rat entered the predesignated pseudorandomally-assigned “laser
compartment”, laser stimulation began, and was delivered whenever
the rat occupied this compartment during the subsequent 10min. To
assess the degree to which rats experienced laser stimulation as
rewarding, the % of time the rat spent in the laser compartment dur-
ing the relevant 10-min period in the baseline and test sessions was
compared. To examine the effect of laser stimulation on food con-
sumption, sated rats were placed in a clear Plexiglas box (L � W �
H= 21� 21 � 28 cm) with normal chow pellets. Following 30min of
habituation, laser stimulation was delivered in two 5-min blocks
(laser on blocks); each laser on block was followed by 5min without
stimulation (laser off blocks). Sessions were video recorded with
standard video cameras (25/30 fps); a mirror was placed to allow for
observation of the rat’s mouth regardless of position. A trained exper-
imenter scored the videos offline, and calculated the % of time each
rat spent feeding during laser off and laser on blocks.

Histologic analyses
For in vitro experiments, the frontal part of the brain containing the
amygdala was trimmed and placed in 4% PFA (pH 8.4) in 0.1 M phos-
phate buffer; for all other experiments, rats were transcardially per-
fused with heparinized physiological solution (0.9% NaCl) followed
by 4% PFA. Brains were immersed in 4% PFA overnight, then cryo-
protected in 20% and 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 24 h
each before being flash-frozen in isopentane at �80°C. Coronal sec-
tions containing the CeA or LPBN (40-mm thickness) were sliced
using a cryostat (CM3050S, Leica Microsystems). Slices were collected
directly to microscope slides [CeA-containing slices for FISH (fluo-
rescence in situ hybridization), see below] and stored at �80°C, or
stored in well-plates containing 0.05% Na-azide in 1 � PBS at 4°C
until further processing. To better visualize mCherry-expressing
axons at the LPBN level, immunohistochemical labeling was used to
amplify the mCherry signal in a subset of brainstem slices. For this,
free-floating slices were treated with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1 � PBS,
blocked with 4% normal donkey serum (Abcam) in 1 � PBS contain-
ing 0.1% Triton X-100 (blocking buffer) for 1 h, incubated overnight
in mouse anti-mCherry (1:2000 in blocking buffer; BioLegend) and
subsequently in donkey anti-mouse conjugated to Alexa Fluor 546
(1:1000 in blocking buffer; Invitrogen) for 2 h. In addition, for HSV1
injections and behavioral experiments, the detection of injection site
and optic fiber placement, respectively, was assisted by immunohisto-
chemical labeling for microglia; after the treatment with 0.1% Triton
X-100 in 1 � PBS and the blocking step (as described above), free-
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floating sections were incubated in goat anti-ionized calcium-binding
adapter molecule 1 (anti-Iba1; 1:2000 in blocking buffer; Abcam) fol-
lowed by donkey anti-goat conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 (1:1000 in
blocking buffer; Invitrogen) for 2 h. All incubation steps were per-
formed at room temperature. A mounting medium containing DAPI
(Fluoromount-G, Invitrogen) was applied to stain for cell nuclei.
Mounted sections were cover-slipped and viewed with a fluorescence
microscope (BX51, Olympus); anatomical landmarks were identified
with the assistance of a brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). For
FISH experiments, only data from rats in which the HSV1 vector was
injected within the LPBN was included in subsequent analyses. For all
experiments involving intra-CeA AAV injections, a prerequisite for
inclusion in subsequent analyses was the identification of mCherry1
somata and mCherry1 axons in the CeA and LPBN, respectively. In
addition, for in vivo electrophysiological and behavioral experiments,
only experiments for which the tetrode tip was positioned within the
LPBN and optic fiber tips were placed dorsally to the LPBN, respec-
tively, were further analyzed.

FISH was performed using hybridization chain reaction (HCR)
protocols (Molecular Instruments). Sections containing the CeA were
washed and incubated in 1 � PBS (10min at room temperature),
dried for 10min at 55°C, followed by incubation in 4% PFA (15min
at 4°C, pH 8.4). After dehydration in ethanol (50%, 70%, 96%, and
100%, at room temperature), sections were incubated in proteinase K
(10 mg/ml in PBS; Roth) for 10min at 37°C, then washed with PBS. In
separate sections, RNA probes were used to label cells expressing
mRNA for CaMKIIa and somatostatin, the vesicular GABA trans-
porter (VGAT) and corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), or for
somatostatin only. For fluorescence labeling of mRNA, HCR ampli-
fiers were conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (anti-VGAT and anti-so-
matostatin probes) or Alexa Fluor 647 (anti-CaMKIIa, anti-CRH, and
anti-somatostatin probes). Sections were pretreated with probe hybrid-
ization buffer for 10min, and then incubated overnight in a solution
containing RNA probes (0.4 pmol of probe in hybridization buffer), at
37°C. Sections were washed with HCR probe wash buffer and subse-
quently with mixtures of wash buffer and 5�SSC-T (5� saline-sodium
citrate buffer with 0.1% Tween 20; Sigma-Aldrich) in proportions
of 75%/25%, 50%/50%, and 25%/75%, followed by incubation in 100%
5�SSC-T, at 37°C (15min per step). Sections were incubated for
30min in HCR amplification buffer, then treated overnight with a
mixture of preactivated HCR amplifiers (6 pmol) in HCR amplifica-
tion buffer, at room temperature. Sections were incubated in a DAPI
solution (1:1000 in 1 � PBS; Abcam), then washed with 1 � PBS. An
antifade reagent (ProLong Gold, Invitrogen) was added before cover-
slip placement. Fluorescent images of the right CeA (ipsilateral to the
HSV1 injection site; 6–11 sections per rat, equally spaced along the
CeA’s rostrocaudal axis) were captured using an inverted confocal
microscope (Leica TCS SP5, 20�/0.70 N.A. glycerol immersion objec-
tive, 2048� 2048 pixels, 30- to 40-mm z-stacks with 3-mm intervals),
using the Leica Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence software
(Leica Microsystems). The excitation laser lines used were 405,
488, 561, and 633 nm. Photograph multiplier tubes and hybrid detec-
tors were used to detect emitted light; pinhole size was adjusted for
each channel (100–150 mm). Images were analyzed offline using Fiji
ImageJ (V1.53c). The cell-counting plugin was used to mark identified
mCherry-labeled somata with DAPI-stained nuclei within the CeA,
and to quantify the number of mCherry1 cells co-labeled for VGAT,
CRH, CaMKIIa, or somatostatin mRNA.

Experimental design and statistical analyses
For molecular characterization of CeACAM-LPBN neurons using FISH,
the ratio of retrogradely-labeled CeACAM somata expressing VGAT,
CRH, CaMKIIa, and somatostatin are reported. The distribution of
response latency parameters in in vitro electrophysiology experiments
are given as the % of analyzed cells. When analyzing the effects of drugs
on PSCs recorded in vitro, postdrug values were normalized to baseline
(100%). For analyses involving in vivo MUA responses to sciatic nerve
stimulation, the effect of laser stimulation on firing rate (normalized as
% change from the laser off condition) was calculated separately for

weak nerve stimulation, and for the early and late LPBN response com-
ponents evoked by strong nerve stimulation. As laser effects did not sig-
nificantly differ between these three response categories (see Results), they
were averaged to produce a pooled laser effect per recording site. For in
vivo single-unit data, firing rates were compared between the laser off and
laser on conditions.

Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad
Software), and p-values, 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
All tests were two-tailed, unless otherwise specified, and p-values were
corrected for multiple comparisons when appropriate. Statistical com-
parisons were performed based on the specific research question and the
number of comparisons. Pairwise comparisons were performed using
the paired-samples t test, or the Wilcoxon matched-pairs test when nor-
mality could not be assumed (as evaluated by the Shapiro–Wilk test).
Slope comparison was performed with a linear regression analysis. For
experiments involving two independent variables, a two-way ANOVA
was performed, followed by the Holm–Sidak multiple comparisons post
hoc test. For threshold tests, a mixed effects model analysis, followed by
the Holm–Sidak multiple comparisons test where appropriate, was used
to test the following hypotheses: (1) threshold values for the left paw on
day 0 would be lower than for all other day-paw combinations (capsaicin
effect); (2) laser stimulation would increase withdrawal values in the
AAV-ChR2 group but not in the AAV-mCherry group (group � laser
interaction); (3) the effect of laser stimulation would be influenced by
capsaicin treatment (group� laser � capsaicin interaction). Group sizes
were calculated using SigmaPlot 12 (Systat Software Inc.), taking into
account the type and number of planned comparisons, as well as the
expected variability, based on previous experience and pilot data. Data
are expressed as mean6 SEM, unless stated otherwise.

Results
Almost all LPBN-projecting CeA neurons express CaMKIIa,
VGAT, and somatostatin, but not CRH
Following intra-LPBN injections of HSV1-CMV-mCherry or
HSV1-CaMKIIa-mCherry, LPBN-projecting neurons could be
identified throughout the rostrocaudal axis of the CeA, with
most CeA-LPBN neurons concentrated in the medial CeA, and
no retrogradely labeled neurons observed in the lateral or baso-
lateral amygdala (Fig. 1A). Using a combination of FISH and
confocal microscopy, we genetically characterized CeA-LPBN
neurons. Almost all LPBN-projecting CeA neurons labeled
with HSV1-CMV-mCherry (n= 4 rats; total of 125 cells in
20 slices) expressed mRNA for CaMKIIa (90.46 3.2%) and so-
matostatin (98.46 2.4%; see example in Fig. 1B). Almost all
CeA neurons labeled with HSV1-CaMKIIa-mCherry expressed
VGAT mRNA (996 0.6%), while CRH mRNA was detected in a
minority of CeACAM-LPBN neurons (20.26 3.5%), and was mostly
observed in cell clusters concentrated in the ventrolateral CeA,
where mCherry1 somata were sparse (n= 5 rats; Fig. 1C,E).
Similarly to the general population of CeA-LPBN neurons, the
vast majority of CeACAM-LPBN neurons (90.16 2.7%; n = 6
rats) was co-labeled for somatostatin mRNA (Fig. 1D,E).

CeACAM neurons form GABAergic synapses throughout the
LPBN
We next set out to examine whether CeACAM neurons form
functional GABAergic synapses with LPBN neurons, and deter-
mine the anatomic distribution of CeACAM inputs within the
LPBN. For this, AAV-ChR2 was bilaterally injected into the CeA
of rats (Fig. 1F); after a gene expression period of at least
fourweeks, acute brainstem slices containing the LPBN were
prepared. mCherry1 CeA axons could be observed throughout
the LPBN, with the highest density in the area directly dorsal to
the superior cerebellar peduncle, but not confined to specific
LPBN subregions. LPBN neurons located within areas rich in
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mCherry1 axons were targeted for
whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings;
blue light stimulation evoked PSCs in
neurons located throughout the LPBN
(Fig. 1G). Once a LPBN neuron showed
a response to optogenetic stimulation, a
blue light train (10 pulses at 10Hz) was
delivered. In most responsive LPBN neu-
rons examined (49/55, 89.1%), light
trains evoked PSCs with a failure rate
of�10% (a representative example is
shown in Fig. 1H). The median response
latency in these neurons was 5.5ms (inter-
quartile range: 4.8–6.1ms); the median
range of latencies per train (maximum
latency – minimum latency) was 2.7ms
(interquartile range: 2–9ms); and the
median SD of latencies per train was
0.9ms (interquartile range: 0.6–1.2ms).
The distribution of latency parameters
within the population of recorded LPBN
neurons is summarized in Figure 1I. To
further characterize CeACAM-LPBN syn-
aptic transmission, we used a pharmaco-
logical approach. While PSC amplitude

Figure 1. Anatomical, molecular, and electrophysiological characterization of CeACAM-LPBN projections. A, Retrograde label-
ing of LPBN-projecting neurons was achieved by injection of HSV1-CMV-mCherry or HSV1-CaMKIIa-mCherry into the LPBN.
Arrowhead (a) points to injection site, identified by strong expression of the microglia marker Iba1 (green). Both for the general
population of CeA-LPBN neurons labeled with HSV1-CMV-mCherry (b), and specifically for CaMKIIa1 CeA-LPBN neurons la-
beled with HSV1-CaMKIIa-mCherry (c), LPBN-projecting neurons (red) were observed in the CeA, mostly in the medial division.
BLA = basolateral amygdala; MCP = medial cerebellar peduncle; Me5 =mesencephalic trigeminal nucleus; MPBN = medial
parabrachial nucleus; SCP = superior cerebellar peduncle; ST = stria terminalis; VSC = ventral spinocerebellar tract; 4 = fourth
ventricle. Scale bars: 250mm. B, Confocal microscopy images of genetically characterized CeA-LPBN neurons retrogradely
labeled with HSV1-CMV-mCherry. Almost all labeled (.90%) mCherry1 CeA somata (red, marked by arrowheads) were co-
labeled for CaMKIIa (green) and somatostatin (blue). C, D, Arrowheads point to the somata of mCherry1 CeACAM-LPBN neu-
rons (red), retrogradely labeled using the HSV1-CaMKIIa-mCherry vector. Scale bars: 50mm (B–D). E, Summary of results from

/

CeACAM-LPBN neurons. For VGAT/CRH experiments, a total
of 925 identified CeACAM-LPBN neurons were examined in
36 slices (n= 5 rats); for somatostatin (Som) experiments,
a total of 922 CeACAM-LPBN neurons were examined in 53
slices (n= 6 rats). F, A typical example of a confirmed
AAV-ChR2 injection site within the CeA. Following virus
injection, mCherry (red) was expressed in CaMKIIa1 neu-
rons, shown on the background of DAPI staining (blue).
Scale bar: 500mm. BLA = basolateral amygdala; GP =
globus pallidus; ST = stria terminalis. G, In acute brain-
stem slices, LPBN neurons (black dots) responding to opto-
genetic stimulation of CeACAM axons with PSCs (n= 20
representative cells from 12 rats) could be identified in
multiple subdivisions of the LPBN: c = central; cr = cres-
cent; d = dorsal; e = external; i = internal; k = Kölliker-
Fuse; v = ventral; MPBN = medial parabrachial nucleus;
SCP = superior cerebellar peduncle; VSC = ventral spino-
cerebellar tract. H, A typical example of superimposed
PSCs elicited in LPBN neurons on 10� 10 Hz photostimu-
lation of CeACAM axons in acute brainstem slices. Response
to the first light pulse is shown in red. Scale bars: 100 pA
and 10ms. I, Summary of PSC latency data from 49 LPBN
neurons responding to 10� 10 Hz photostimulation train
with a failure rate of�10%. Bar graphs show the % of cells
responding with particular latencies to the first light pulse,
the range of latencies per train (maximum latency – mini-
mum latency), and the SD of response latencies per train. J,
Individual traces (top; scale bars: 300 pA and 10ms) and
group data (bottom) showing the effects of CNQX and bicu-
culline on LPBN PSCs evoked by photostimulation of
CeACAM-LPBN synapses. PSC amplitudes were normalized to
the mean amplitude of PSCs evoked during the baseline pe-
riod, before drug application (black trace). PSC amplitudes
were unchanged following bath application of 10 mM CNQX
(purple trace; 99.76 7.7% of baseline; p. 0.99); n.s. =
non significant. In contrast, bath application of bicuculline
(10 mM) resulted in a strong reduction in PSC amplitudes
(magenta trace; 126 6.7% of baseline; ***p, 0.0005).
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was not affected by CNQX application (99.76 7.7% of baseline;
t(6) = �0.04, p. 0.99, n=7 cells from 6 rats; Bonferroni-corrected
one-sample t test), PSCs were virtually abolished following bicu-
culline application (126 6.7% of baseline; t(6) = �9.33, p=0.0004;
Bonferroni-corrected paired t test, comparison with post-CNQX
responses; Fig. 1J). Taken together, these results indicate that
CeACAM axons form monosynaptic connections throughout the
LPBN, and likely affect LPBN activity through activation of post-
synaptically-expressed GABAA receptors (Mody and Pearce, 2004;
Thomson and Jovanovic, 2010; Shrivastava et al., 2011).

Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections
attenuates population LPBN responses to putative Ad- and
C-fiber inputs in a GABAA receptor-dependent manner
Based on their inhibitory nature, we hypothesized that optoge-
netic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections would attenuate
responses of LPBN neurons to peripheral noxious stimuli in
vivo. Since noxious stimuli mostly activate Ad - and C-fiber pri-
mary afferents, we sought to quantify the effect of CeACAM-
LPBN stimulation on LPBN responses to each of these inputs.
For this, we delivered weak (1 V) and strong (15 V) electrical
pulses to the sciatic nerve of rats that previously received intra-
CeA AAV injections, and analyzed MUA responses recorded
from the LPBN (Fig. 2A,B). Weak nerve stimulation typically
evoked a phasic population response, peaking ;15ms after
nerve stimulation (Fig. 2C), consistent with Ad -fiber activa-
tion. Strong nerve stimulation produced a more complex pop-
ulation response in the LPBN, consisting of both the phasic
component observed in weak stimulation trials (early compo-
nent, driven primarily by Ad -fiber input), and an additional
late component (onset.80ms after nerve stimulation, with a
typical duration of 100–200ms), attributable to C-fiber input
(Fig. 2B,D). In AAV-ChR2-injected animals, optogenetic stim-
ulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons often induced a marked reduc-
tion in LPBN population responses to weak nerve stimulation
(Fig. 2C,E), as well as to both response components evoked by
strong nerve stimulation (Fig. 2D,F). LPBN responses to weak
and strong Ad -fiber activation by 1- and 15-V stimulation,
respectively, were reduced to a similar degree by optogenetic
stimulation (23.56 6.5% and 24.26 5.3% reduction in the early
component compared with laser off, respectively; t(14) = 0.1,
p. 0.99; Bonferroni-corrected paired t test; n= 15 recording
sites in 12 AAV-ChR2 rats). Likewise, there was no significant
difference in the effect of laser stimulation when comparing
the early and late LPBN response components evoked by
strong nerve stimulation (24.26 5.3% and 136 5.4% reduc-
tion compared with laser off, respectively; t(14) = 2.46, p =
0.055; Bonferroni-corrected paired t test; Fig. 2G). Overall,
laser stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons induced a significant
reduction in responses to sciatic nerve stimulation in AAV-ChR2
rats as compared with AAV-mCherry controls (20.26 4.4% and
0.36 4.2% reduction compared with laser off, respectively; t(21) =
�3, p=0.008; independent samples t test; Fig. 2H).

In a separate cohort of AAV-ChR2 rats, the effect of optoge-
netic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons was abolished by
intra-LPBN microinjection of bicuculline (31.76 7% reduction
and 2.86 7.3% increase compared with laser off before and after
bicuculline injection, respectively), but not by intra-LPBNmicro-
injections of saline (33.96 5.1% and 28.76 4.2% reduction com-
pared with laser off before and after saline injection, respectively;
Fig. 2I). A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant drug � time
interaction (F(1,10) = 13.4, p=0.004), and a post hoc Holm–Sidak
test showed that the effect of optogenetic stimulation was

significantly affected by intra-LPBN injection of bicuculline
(p = 0.0002), but not saline (p = 0.37; n = 6 recording locations
from 5 rats per group). Also for these recordings, preinjection
laser effects were similar for LPBN responses evoked by 1-V
(42.8 6 8.3% reduction compared with laser off) and 15-V
(early component; 30.96 4% reduction; t(11) = 1.69, p = 0.24)
nerve stimulation, as well as for the early and late (24.86 4.9%
reduction) components evoked by 15-V stimulation (t(11) =
1.16, p = 0.54; Bonferroni-corrected paired t tests). Taken to-
gether, these results show that optogenetic stimulation of
CeACAM-LPBN axons inhibits LPBN responses to nociceptive
inputs relayed by Ad - and C-fibers to a similar degree, and
that this inhibition is GABAA receptor-dependent.

Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections
inhibits the responses of LPBN neurons to noxious
mechanical, thermal, and chemical stimulation in vivo
Since optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections
attenuated LPBN neurons to Ad - and C-fiber input, we hypothe-
sized that it would be effective in inhibiting LPBN responses to
various pain modalities. To test this hypothesis, extracellular ac-
tivity recorded from the LPBN of anaesthetized AAV-ChR2 rats
was spike-sorted offline (Fig. 3A), and responses of single LPBN
units to noxious mechanical pressure (pinch), radiant heat (IR
pulse), or intraplantar capsaicin injection into the contralateral
(left) hindpaw were compared between the control condition
(laser off) and during optogenetic stimulation (laser on).

To examine how activation of CeACAM-LPBN synapses would
affect LPBN responses to mechanical pressure, pinches of varying
intensities were applied to the hindpaw using calibrated forceps.
Pinch intensities in laser off and laser on trials were yoked within
each experiment (Fig. 3B). In the laser off control condition, LPBN
neurons typically showed a marked increase in firing rate during the
application of pinches, with higher forces eliciting more spikes (Fig.
3C). Pinch-evoked responses were substantially reduced in the laser
on condition, where pinches were delivered during optogenetic stim-
ulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons (Fig. 3D). A repeated-measures
two-way ANOVA revealed significant main effects of force (F(4,76) =
10.2, p, 0.0001) and laser condition (F(1,19) = 9.5, p=0.0062) on the
firing rate of LPBN neurons, but no significant interaction (F(4,76) =
2, p. 0.1, n=20 neurons from 10 rats). On average, the rate of
pinch-evoked firing was reduced by 37.56 7.5% in the laser on con-
dition compared with the laser off condition (Fig. 3E). A linear
regression analysis confirmed that the laser on and laser off slopes
were not significantly different from one another (F(1,196) = 0.2,
p=0.66). These results indicate that the activation of CeACAM-LPBN
axons dampens LPBN responses to noxious mechanical pressure
without affecting the slope of the stimulus-response curve.

Neuronal LPBN responses to thermal stimulation were
evoked by application of radiant heat (IR pulses, 5 s in duration).
Heat-evoked responses were typically observed 4–6 s after IR
pulse onset (Fig. 3F), and were significantly attenuated in the
laser on condition (51.36 11.3% reduction in firing rate com-
pared with the laser off condition; Wilcoxon, p=0.0024, n= 13
neurons from 7 rats; Fig. 3G,H).

To examine how CeACAM input would modulate LPBN
responses to noxious chemical stimulation, the firing rate of
LPBN neurons was examined 30–600 s after capsaicin injection,
during alternating laser off and laser on blocks (Fig. 3I).
Capsaicin-evoked activity was significantly lowered by optoge-
netic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons (28.26 9.5% reduction
compared with laser off blocks; Wilcoxon, p=0.012, n=23 neu-
rons from 13 rats; Fig. 3J).
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Figure 2. In anaesthetized rats, optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections dampens population LPBN responses to putative Ad - and C-fiber inputs. A, Position of a tetrode tip (yel-
low) within the LPBN. mCherry1 axons of CeACAM neurons are shown in red; DAPI is shown in blue. Scale bar: 500mm. SCP = superior cerebellar peduncle. LPBN divisions: c = central; e =
external; s = superior. B, Example of LPBN MUA response to noxious electrical sciatic nerve stimulation (15-V square pulse, 0.5 ms in duration; vertical red line). Nerve stimulation evoked mul-
tiple spikes confined within short time windows, in stark contrast to the low baseline firing rate. Ticks indicate suprathreshold spike events extracted from the MUA signal of at least one of
four recording channels. C–F, Histograms and raster plots showing example LPBN population responses to strong (15 V) and weak (1 V) electrical stimulation of the contralateral (left) sciatic
nerve (0.5-ms square pulses) in a rat injected with AAV-ChR2. In the laser off condition (C, D), the response to weak (1 V) nerve stimulation (C) evoked a phasic short-latency response; strong
nerve stimulation evoked a similar early response, followed by a late response component with an onset latency.80ms (D). Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons inhibited the
response to weak nerve stimulation (C, E), as well as both components of the response to strong nerve stimulation (D, F). G, In AAV-ChR2 rats, laser stimulation resulted in a similar reduction
in firing evoked by weak or strong activation of Ad -fibers (1 V compared with the early response to 15-V stimulation; p. 0.99; n= 15 recording sites in 12 rats). Similarly, there was no sig-
nificant difference in the effect of optogenetic stimulation when comparing strong Ad -fiber activation to C-fiber activation (early and late responses to 15-V stimulation; p = 0.055). H, On aver-
age, laser stimulation reduced LPBN responses to sciatic nerve stimulation in AAV-ChR2 rats, but not AAV-mCherry rats (n= 8 recording sites in 6 rats; **p= 0.008). I, In a separate cohort of
AAV-ChR2 rats, the effect of laser stimulation on LPBN responses could be abolished by intra-LPBN injection of bicuculline (***p= 0.0002), but not saline (p= 0.37). Dashed line in G–I (0%
change) indicates the mean response in laser off trials. n.s. = non significant.
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Activation of CeACAM-LPBN projections attenuates
nocifensive responses to mechanical and thermal stimuli in
behaving rats
Given that our electrophysiological data show that optogenetic
stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections inhibits neuronal

LPBN responses to noxious peripheral stimuli regardless of sub-
modality, we hypothesized that it would also attenuate nocifensive
responses to both mechanical and heat stimulation, whether in
baseline conditions or in a state of capsaicin-mediated hypersensi-
tivity. To test this hypothesis, rats received intra-CeA injections of

Figure 3. Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections dampens the response of LPBN neurons to noxious mechanical, thermal, and chemical stimuli of the contralateral (left) hind-
paw in anaesthetized rats. A, Example of spike sorting process. In this case, two distinct units could be separated according to their distinct contribution to the waveforms recorded by the tetr-
ode’s four sensors. B, Forces of hindpaw pinches delivered in the control condition (laser off) and during optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN axons (laser on), arranged by percentiles of
force. For each percentile range, each black line represents one rat. Bars show the mean absolute force of each percentile range across animals. C, D, Example peristimulus time histograms and
raster plots of a LPBN neuron responding to hindpaw pinch, in alternating laser off (C) and laser on trials (D). In the raster, trials are ordered by force applied, from lowest (1) to highest (20).
E, Summary of neuronal responses to pinch during laser off and laser on trials. Evoked firing was significantly lower in laser on trials compared with laser off (**p= 0.0062; n= 20 neurons
from 10 rats). Linear regression curves are shown for each condition. F, G, Example histograms and raster plots of a LPBN neuron responding to hindpaw-directed radiant heat produced by a
5-s IR light pulse, in laser off (F) and laser on (G) trials. H, Overall, heat-evoked firing rate was significantly reduced in the laser on condition, compared with laser off (**p= 0.0024; n= 13
heat-responsive neurons from 7 rats). Lines show average firing rates for each recorded neuron (interquartile range: 0.9–4.2 and 0.3–2.1 spikes/s), and bars show median firing rate per condi-
tion (1.7 and 0.5 spikes/s for the laser off and laser on conditions, respectively). I, Example histogram showing the firing of a LPBN neuron (1-s bins). Like most nociceptive LPBN neurons, this
neuron exhibited low spontaneous firing rate (,0.2 spikes/s) during the 5-min baseline period. Firing rate substantially increased following capsaicin administration (time 0, red arrowhead),
and was higher during laser off blocks (mean of 2.39 spikes/s) compared with the laser on blocks (0.99 spikes/s; blue bars). J, Average firing rate of all capsaicin-responsive LPBN neurons
(n= 23 neurons from 13 rats), in laser off and laser on blocks. Dashed line indicates the average firing rate in laser off blocks during the baseline period. Firing rate in the period of 30–600 s
postcapsaicin was significantly lower during laser on blocks (interquartile range: 0.1–0.6, median: 0.2 spikes/s) compared with laser off blocks (interquartile range: 0.2–0.7, median:
0.4 spikes/s; *p= 0.012).
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either AAV-ChR2 or the control vector AAV-
mCherry, and were subsequently tested in either
the von Frey test or the Hargreaves test, to assess
mechanical or thermal sensitivity, respectively.
For both tests, measurements were taken on two
baseline days, followed by an additional measure-
ment after a capsaicin injection into the left hind-
paw. Each session consisted of laser off and laser
on trials (Fig. 4A).

Withdrawal thresholds in the von Frey test are
shown for AAV-ChR2 and AAV-mCherry rats
(n=9 per group) in Figure 4B,C. A mixed effects
model analysis revealed a significant effect of cap-
saicin (F(5,80) = 48.4, p, 0.0001), and a post hoc
Holm–Sidak test showed that withdrawal thresh-
olds of the left paw on day 0 were significantly
lower than for all other day-paw combinations
(p, 0.0001 for all). The group � laser interaction
was significant (F(1,80) = 21.2, p, 0.0001), with
paw withdrawal thresholds being significantly
higher in the laser on condition compared with
the laser off condition in the AAV-ChR2 group
(14.36 0.5 � g compared with 8.56 0.7 � g; p,
0.0001), but not in the AAV-mCherry group
(11.36 1.2 g compared with 10.16 0.9 g; p= 0.09;
Holm–Sidak; Fig. 4D). The group � laser � cap-
saicin interaction was not significant (F(5,80) = 0.6,
p=0.67), indicating that the effect of optogenetic
stimulation was not altered by the presence of me-
chanical hypersensitivity.

Paw withdrawal latencies to radiant heat in
the AAV-ChR2 (n= 13) and AAV-mCherry (n=
10) groups, as measured by the Hargreaves tests,
are shown in Figure 4E,F. A mixed effects model
analysis revealed a significant effect of capsaicin
(F(5,105) = 28.1, p, 0.0001), with the mean with-
drawal latency being significantly lower for the
left hindpaw on day 0 compared with all other day-
paw combinations (p, 0.0001 for all; Holm–Sidak).
The group � laser interaction was significant
(F(1,105) = 13.43, p = 0.0004), and the Holm–
Sidak post hoc test showed that paw withdrawal
latencies were significantly higher in the laser

Figure 4. Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections in behaving rats reduces nocifensive responses
and hampers aversive learning involving a noxious unconditioned stimulus. A, Experimental design for examining
nocifensive responses to mechanical (von Frey) and thermal (Hargreaves) stimulation of the hindpaws. Rats
received bilateral intra-CeA injections of either AAV-ChR2 or the control vector AAV-mCherry, and optic fibers were
implanted above the LPBN. In each session, each paw was stimulated with laser stimulation off or on (inter-
mingled trials). On the last day of testing (day 0), the test session was preceded by a capsaicin injection into the
left hindpaw. B, C, Time course of von Frey experiment for mechanical sensitivity, for the AAV-ChR2 group (B)
and for the AAV-mCherry group (C). Measurements were taken over 3 d. The red arrowhead indicates capsaicin
injection into the left hindpaw. D, The mean 50% paw withdrawal threshold was significantly higher in the laser
on condition as compared with the laser off condition in the AAV-ChR2 group (***p, 0.0001), but not in the
AAV-mCherry group (p= 0.13). E, F, Time course of Hargreaves experiment for heat sensitivity in the AAV-ChR2
group (E) and in the AAV-mCherry control group (F). Measurements were taken over 3 d. The red arrowhead indi-
cates capsaicin injection into the left hindpaw. G, On average, paw withdrawal latencies were significantly higher
in the laser on condition as compared with the laser off condition in the AAV-ChR2 group (***p= 0.0004), but

/

not in the AAV-mCherry group (p= 0.35). H, Experimental design for
examining the effect of CeACAM-LPBN stimulation on unconditioned and
conditioned freezing in a threat conditioning paradigm. In the condition-
ing session, a tone-CS (2 kHz at 70 dB, for 10 s) was paired with a co-ter-
minating electrical shock-US (1 mA for 0.5 s; 2 pairings, 5-min intertrial
interval). To inhibit shock-evoked LPBN responses in the AAV-ChR2 group,
laser stimulation was delivered to the LPBN for 2 s in each trial, beginning
1 s before shock onset. On the next day, animals underwent a “cue test”
session, in which they were placed in a novel chamber, and the tone-CS
was presented for three consecutive minutes. The % of time rats spent
freezing following shocks was used as a measure of shock aversiveness,
while the % of time spent freezing during tone presentation was used as
a measure of the previously-acquired aversive learning. I, Both groups
showed similar amount of freezing following shock presentations (condi-
tioning trials 1 and 2; p=0.86 and p=0.3, respectively). During the cue
test, rats in the AAV-ChR2 group showed significantly less conditioned
freezing compared with the AAV-mCherry group (**p=0.009; n=15
rats per group). D, G, I, n.s. = non significant.
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on condition compared with the laser off condition in the
AAV-ChR2 group (12.46 0.5 s compared with 10.26 0.3 s;
p = 0.0004), but not in the AAV-mCherry group (11.36 0.5 s
compared with 11.86 0.4 s; p = 0.35; Fig. 4G). The group �
laser � capsaicin interaction was not significant (F(5,105) =
1.3, p = 0.27), indicating that the effectiveness of laser stimu-
lation was not influenced by capsaicin-induced hypersensi-
tivity to heat.

Taken together, these results show that optogenetic stim-
ulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections produced an overall
anti-nociceptive effect, in line with its inhibitory effect on
nociceptive LPBN signaling.

Stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections during the
presentation of a noxious unconditioned stimulus interferes
with acquisition of aversive learning, but not with
unconditioned freezing
Since LPBN neurons relay information to a number of down-
stream targets involved in pain aversion and aversive learning
(see Discussion), we hypothesized that optogenetic stimulation
of CeACAM-LPBN projections during the presentation of a nox-
ious shock would interfere with the ability of this shock to induce
unconditioned freezing, as well as its ability to act as a teaching
signal in an aversive learning paradigm. To test these hypotheses,
AAV-mCherry rats and AAV-ChR2 rats (n= 15 rats per group)
were subjected to threat conditioning in which a tone-CS pre-
dicted the occurrence of a shock-US. The shock-US was pre-
sented on the background of laser stimulation, such that it would
be expected to inhibit shock-evoked LPBN output in AAV-ChR2
rats (Fig. 4H). The level of freezing displayed by rats in response
to the presentation of the shock-US on day 1 (conditioning ses-
sion, two trials) and by the tone-CS on day 2 (cue test) served as
a measure of shock aversiveness. A repeated measures two-way
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of time (F(2,56) = 6.47,
p=0.003) and a significant time � group interaction (F(2,56) =
4.7, p=0.014), while the main effect of group was not significant
(F(1,28) = 3.2, p= 0.083). A post hoc Holm–Sidak test showed that
the % of freezing was not significantly different between groups
for both the first and second conditioning trials (p= 0.86 and
p=0.3, respectively). In contrast, the AAV-ChR2 group exhib-
ited significantly lower % conditioned freezing during the cue
test (p= 0.009; Fig. 4I). These results suggest that activation of
CeACAM-LPBN projections can reduce shock-evoked LPBN out-
put to brain areas involved in aversive learning (e.g., the CeA).

CeACAM input to the LPBN reduces defensive behavior
We next sought to examine how stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN
projections would affect defensive behavior. First, we quantified
thigmotaxis behavior in AAV-ChR2 and AAV-mCherry rats
(n=10 per group) receiving continuous laser stimulation for
10min in an open field arena. AAV-ChR2 rats showed signifi-
cantly less thigmotaxis behavior compared with AAV-mCherry
rats (69.76 4.6% compared to 81.16 1.8% of time spent in the
wall area, respectively; t(18) = �2.31, p=0.033; unpaired t test;
Fig. 5A,B). The total track length was similar for both groups
(19.26 3.5 and 22.46 3.2 m in the AAV-mCherry and AAV-
ChR2 group, respectively; t(18) = �0.68, p=0.51; unpaired t test;
Fig. 5C), indicating that laser stimulation did not affect overall
locomotion.

In a separate cohort of animals, we experimentally induced
conditioned freezing to a context (conditioning chamber) and a
tone that were previously paired with noxious shocks (Fig. 5D).
As can be seen in Figure 5E,F, in the absence of laser stimulation,

AAV-mCherry (n=7) and AAV-ChR2 rats (n=6) exhibited
similar levels of freezing; however, upon laser stimulation,
only AAV-ChR2 rats showed a reduction in freezing. When
considering all test sessions (context and cue), a two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of laser condition (F(1,11) = 11.7; p=0.006), as well as a significant
laser � group interaction (F(1,11) = 25.5, p=0.0004), while the
main effect of group was not statistically significant (F(1,11) = 1.4,
p=0.27). A post hoc Holm–Sidak test confirmed that the
amount of freezing was similar for both groups in the laser off
condition (55.567.2% and 64.16 2.9% for the AAV-mCherry
and AAV-ChR2 groups, respectively; p= 0.41), while AAV-
ChR2 rats exhibited significantly less freezing in the laser on
condition (31.46 10.2%) compared with AAV-mCherry rats
(61.86 6.4%, p=0.013; Fig. 5G). Taken together, these results
indicate that the analgesic effect induced by CeACAM input to
the LPBN is accompanied by reduced defensive behavior.

CeACAM input to the LPBN is rewarding and promotes
feeding in sated rats
Inhibition of LPBN neurons was previously reported to have
both anti-aversive and pro-appetitive effects (see Discussion).
Therefore, we sought to examine whether optogenetic stimu-
lation of CeACAM-LPBN projections would induce place pref-
erence, and whether place preference would be enhanced in
pain model animals, in which laser stimulation would also
attenuate pain sensation and its aversive impact. Therefore,
we performed the RTPP test on three groups of rats: AAV-
mCherry-Capsaicin (n= 9), AAV-ChR2-Capsaicin (n= 8; both
of these groups receiving intraplantar capsaicin injection before
testing), and AAV-ChR2-No pain (n= 9; who were only shortly
handled before testing). Figure 6A shows example tracks from
one AAV-ChR2-Capsaicin rat in the baseline and test sessions.
This rat showed no clear preference to either compartment dur-
ing the baseline session, when no laser stimulation was deliv-
ered. In contrast, in the test session, this animal showed a
strong preference to the compartment in which laser stimula-
tion was delivered. A summary of the results from all groups is
shown in Figure 6B. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of session (F(1,23) = 17.8,
p= 0.0003) and a significant session� group interaction (F(2,23) =
7.6, p=0.003), but no significant main effect of group (F(2,23) =
1.8; p=0.19). The Holm–Sidak multiple comparisons test con-
firmed that AAV-mCherry-Capsaicin rats spent a similar
amount of time in the laser compartment during the baseline
(51.36 2.7%) and test sessions (47.66 9.2%, p=0.57). Conversely,
both AAV-ChR2 groups showed an increased preference to the
laser compartment in the test session compared with the base-
line session (AAV-ChR2-Capsaicin: 78.16 8.4% vs 45.96 4%,
p= 0.0003; AAV-ChR2-No pain: 72.56 6.8% vs 536 5.2%,
p= 0.012). An additional Holm–Sidak test showed no difference
between the AAV-ChR2-Capsaicin group and the AAV-ChR2-
No pain group in either the baseline or test session (p= 0.67 for
both; not corrected for the additional comparison), indicating
that the rewarding effect of CeACAM-LPBN stimulation was not
significantly affected by pain state.

Next, we examined the ability of CeACAM-LPBN stimulation
to elicit feeding behavior in sated rats, using alternating laser on
and laser off blocks (two of each kind, each 5min in duration).
In the AAV-mCherry group (n=21), the % of time spent feeding
was similar for laser off (interquartile range: 0–37%, median: 0%)
and laser on blocks (interquartile range: 0–24.7%, median: 0%;
p. 0.99). In contrast, in a subset of AAV-ChR2 rats (n= 22),
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laser stimulation resulted in a marked increase in feeding (Fig.
6C). Overall, the % time spent feeding was significantly ele-
vated in the AAV-ChR2 group during laser on blocks (inter-
quartile range: 0–65.9%, median: 40.8%) compared with laser
off blocks (interquartile range: 0–21.7%, median: 5.3%; p =
0.013; Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs tests).
Taken together, these results indicate that activation of CeACAM-
LPBN projections produces an appetitive effect.

Discussion
A rapidly-expanding body of work points to the LPBN as a criti-
cal hub for both pain and emotional-motivational processing
(for recent review, see Palmiter, 2018; Chiang et al., 2019).
Modulation of LPBN activity seems to provide a mechanism for
shifting throughout the emotional-motivational continuum, with

LPBN excitation/disinhibition exerting pro-aversive and anti-
appetitive effects, and LPBN inhibition producing the opposite
result (Han et al., 2015; Roman et al., 2016; Douglass et al., 2017;
Alhadeff et al., 2018; Chiang et al., 2020; Raver et al., 2020; Sun et
al., 2020; Luskin et al., 2021). Here, we focused on the role of
GABAergic CeA neurons that express the CaMKIIa gene and
project to the LPBN. We report that selective activation of this
limbic output is sufficient for reducing neuronal and behavioral
responses to painful stimuli, reducing defensive behavior evoked
by non-noxious stimuli, and promoting appetitive behavior.

Modulation of nociceptive processing
Inhibition of excitatory LPBN neurons reduces nocifensive and
emotional responses to noxious stimuli in rodents (Chiang et al.,
2020; Raver et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020). Here, we show that
CeACAM input similarly inhibited LPBN responses evoked by

Figure 5. Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections attenuates defensive behaviors. A, Example tracks of AAV-mCherry and AAV-ChR2 rats in the open-field arena (10-min free ex-
ploration, laser stimulation delivered throughout). The outer rectangle shows the “wall area” (15 cm on each side). B, For each rat, the thigmotaxis score was defined as the % of time spent in
the wall area. On average, AAV-ChR2 rats displayed significantly less thigmotaxis behavior compared with AAV-mCherry controls (*p= 0.033, n= 10 rats/group). C, The total track length was
similar for both groups (p= 0.5), indicating that activation of CeACAM-LPBN projections did not affect locomotion. D, Experimental design for examining the effect of CeACAM-LPBN stimulation
on the expression of conditioned freezing. In the conditioning session (day 1), a tone-CS (2 kHz at 70 dB, for 10 s) was paired with a co-terminating electrical shock-US (2mA for 0.5 s; 3 pair-
ings, 2-min intertrial interval). On day 2, animals underwent two types of test sessions: a “context test,” in which they were placed in the conditioning chamber for 5 min (no stimuli delivered);
and a “cue test,” in which they were placed in a novel chamber, and the tone-CS was presented for three consecutive minutes. In each of these tests, laser stimulation was given for 2 min, be-
ginning 1 min after test start. On day 5, rats underwent an additional cue test (“retest”) which was identical to the first cue test, except that no laser stimulation was given. E, F, Time course
of freezing behavior in AAV-mCherry (n=7) and AAV-ChR2 rats (n=6), in the context (E) and cue tests (F). Blue shadings represent the time periods in which laser stimulation was delivered. G,
Mean % conditioned freezing in laser on and laser off periods, across all test sessions (context and cue). When no laser stimulation was given, both groups spent similar time performing freezing
behavior (p=0.8). In contrast, when laser stimulation was delivered, AAV-ChR2 rats spent significantly less time freezing compared with AAV-mCherry rats (*p= 0.01). C, G, n.s. = non significant.
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putative Ad - and C-fiber activation in a GABAA receptor-depend-
ent manner, and was effective in attenuating LPBN responses to
mechanical, thermal, and chemical noxious stimuli.

“Nociceptive” LPBN neurons typically exhibited sparse spon-
taneous firing, and responded selectively to noxious stimuli, in
line with previous reports (Bernard and Besson, 1990; Bester et
al., 1995; Nakamura and Morrison, 2008). Interestingly, although
CeACAM-LPBN stimulation dampened evoked responses overall,
it did not eliminate intensity coding, as indicated by the similar
slopes of the stimulus-response curves to mechanical stimuli in
the laser off and laser on conditions. Similarly, stimulation of
CeACAM-LPBN projections decreased capsaicin-induced LPBN
responses, but did not abolish them. In behaving animals,
CeACAM-LPBN stimulation reduced mechanical and thermal
sensitivity; while capsaicin-induced hypersensitivity was also

reduced, threshold values during optogenetic stimulation did not
reach precapsaicin levels. These results suggest that activation of
LPBN GABAA receptors by CeACAM neurons interacts with exci-
tatory nociceptive input to shape LPBN output.

CeACAM-modulated responses were observed in various sub-
regions of the LPBN previously reported to receive nociceptive
spinoparabrachial projections (Jasmin et al., 1997; Choi et al.,
2020). The projection targets of LPBN neurons reportedly corre-
late with the location of their somata within LPBN subregions
(Han et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Chiang et al., 2020; Sun
et al., 2020; Barik et al., 2021), suggesting that CeACAM input can
modulate nociceptive signals conveyed by the LPBN to numer-
ous brain regions involved in various functions. Thus, CeACAM-
LPBN projections seem to be poised to modulate multiple
aspects of pain processing. Our behavioral data show that activa-
tion of this pathway reduced nocifensive responses to both me-
chanical and thermal stimulation, and also interfered with the
ability of a noxious shock to act as a teaching signal in a threat
conditioning paradigm. Notably, CeACAM-LPBN stimulation
during foot-shock did not reduce shock-induced freezing, sug-
gesting that optogenetic stimulation was more effective in sup-
pressing nociceptive LPBN output to areas involved in aversive
learning (e.g., CeA) than to areas involved in innate defensive
behavior (e.g., PAG; Han et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2016; Yu et al.,
2017; Chiang et al., 2020). However, this interpretation should
be made with caution, as some rats respond to shocks with
increased mobility rather than freezing; this active coping strat-
egy may obscure the observed effect of optogenetic stimulation.

Modulation of emotional-motivation behavior
The current study adds to previous work showing emotional-
motivational effects of LPBN activity. Interestingly, LPBN inhi-
bition can affect emotional-motivational behavior even in the
absence of nociceptive input (Figs. 5, 6; Douglass et al., 2017).
This seem to be at odds with the sparse activity of LPBN neurons
in the absence of nociceptive input. A possible explanation is
that spontaneous LPBN activity is suppressed under anesthesia,
and is substantially higher in awake animals (J. Smith and A.
Keller, personal communication). Conceivably, LPBN neurons
can be activated by various non-noxious yet aversive/threatening
inputs commonly present in experimental settings. For instance,
LPBN activity is elevated by the presentation of a tone that was
previously paired with a noxious shock (Campos et al., 2018).
Exposure within a novel open field may similarly drive thigmo-
taxis behavior via LPBN activation. Our results indicate that
LPBN inhibition can counteract defensive behaviors induced by
such non-noxious stimuli.

In addition, we show that CeACAM-LPBN stimulation was
similarly rewarding in the presence and absence of nociceptive
input, as tested in the RTPP paradigm. These data further sup-
port the notion that the emotional-motivational effects induced
by this pathway are not merely the result of reduced nociceptive
drive. Rather, it seems that nociceptive and emotional-motiva-
tional processing at the LPBN level are at least partially inde-
pendent. Additional work would be required to systematically
address this point.

Role of CeACAM-LPBN neurons within the amygdalar
circuitry
Historically, activation of CeA neurons has been thought to pri-
marily induce fear and aversion (LeDoux and Daw, 2018).
Neurons in the lateral-capsular CeA receive excitatory input
from LPBN neurons signaling a broad range of aversive stimuli

Figure 6. Optogenetic stimulation of CeACAM-LPBN projections induces place preference
and promotes feeding in sated rats. A, Example tracks from one AAV-ChR2 rat in the RTPP
paradigm. This rat showed no preference to either side of the 2-compartment arena during
the baseline session (left), in which no laser stimulation was given. In contrast, in the test
session (right), this rat showed a strong preference to the compartment in which it received
laser stimulation (blue shading). B, Summary of RTPP results from all three groups: capsai-
cin-injected AAV-mCherry rats (n= 9); capsaicin-injected AAV-ChR2 rats (n= 8); untreated
AAV-ChR2 rats (n= 9). Both the ChR2-Capsaicin group and the ChR2-No pain group showed
a significantly increased preference to the laser compartment in the test session, compared
with the baseline session (**p= 0.0003 and *p= 0.018, respectively). There was no signifi-
cant difference between both ChR2 groups in the % time spent in the laser chamber during
the baseline or test sessions (p= 0.67 for both). AAV-mCherry rats showed no increased pref-
erence to the laser compartment during the test session (p. 0.9). C, Effect of laser stimula-
tion on feeding in sated rats. In the AAV-mCherry group (n= 21), the % of time spent
feeding was not affected by laser stimulation (p. 0.99). In contrast, AAV-ChR2 rats spent
significantly more time feeding during laser stimulation periods as compared with laser off
periods (*p= 0.013). Horizontal lines and error bars show medians and interquartile ranges,
respectively. B, C, n.s. = non significant.
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(Han et al., 2015; Campos et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2019). CeA-
PAG projections control stress-induced analgesia through indirect
descending inhibition of spinal neurons, while simultaneously
evoking defensive responses (Helmstetter, 1992; Sandkühler, 1996;
Butler and Finn, 2009; Tovote et al., 2015; LeDoux and Daw, 2018;
Mobbs et al., 2020). However, some CeA neurons seem to serve
both anti-nociceptive as well as anti-aversive functions (Hua et al.,
2020). Given the effects of LPBN inhibition on pain and aver-
sion, GABAergic CeA-LPBN neurons are likely substrates
for this function.

We show that the vast majority of GABAergic LPBN-projec-
ting CeA neurons express CaMKIIa mRNA, in stark contrast to
the neocortex, hippocampus, and basolateral amygdalar complex,
where CaMKIIa is expressed in glutamatergic cells (Corder et al.,
2019; Magnus et al., 2019; S. Kim et al., 2020; An et al., 2021). The
fact that CeACAM-LPBN neurons express the CaMKIIa gene sug-
gests that they are under excitatory control (Incontro et al., 2018),
the source of which remains to be elucidated. One likely candidate
is the basolateral amygdala, as some of its excitatory projections
to the CeA were shown to have both analgesic and appetitive func-
tions (J. Kim et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2018). Given the vital role
of CaMKIIa in synaptic plasticity (Malenka and Nicoll, 1999;
Sandkühler and Gruber-Schoffnegger, 2012; Sandkühler and Lee,
2013), an intriguing possibility is that long-term potentiation of
basolateral-CeACAM synapses could induce long-lasting analge-
sic effects through increased inhibition of LPBN neurons, possibly
contributing to pain resilience and counteracting the devel-
opment of psychological comorbidities frequently observed
in pain patients (Radat et al., 2013).

The functional implications of activating GABAergic CeA
neurons are diverse, and seem to depend both on their genetic
identity as well as their downstream targets. We found that
;90% of CeACAM-LPBN neurons express somatostatin. This
result differs from Raver et al. (2020), who reported somato-
statin expression in ;30% of CeA-LPBN neurons, based on
different retrograde tracing and mRNA labeling techniques.
While activation of somatostatin1 CeA neurons produces
analgesic effects (Wilson et al., 2019), their role in aversion
and defensive behavior seems complex. On the one hand,
activation of somatostatin1 CeA neurons has been reported
to induce freezing, likely via disinhibition of excitatory PAG neu-
rons (Tovote et al., 2015, 2016; Li, 2019). On the other hand, opto-
genetic activation of somatostatin1 CeA neurons was recently
reported to promote appetitive behavior, but not freezing (J Kim
et al., 2017). Our results indicate that activation of LPBN-projec-
ting somatostatin-expressing CeA neurons produces analgesic,
anti-aversive, and pro-appetitive behaviors.

Similarly, we observed that roughly one fifth of CeACAM-
LPBN neurons express CRH. CRH1 CeA neurons, particularly
those positioned in the lateral CeA, have been suggested to pro-
mote aversive learning and flight responses via intra-CeA circuits
and projections to the dorsolateral PAG (Fadok et al., 2017;
Sanford et al., 2017; Li, 2019). Intriguingly, it was recently
reported that optogenetic stimulation of CRH1 CeA-LPBN pro-
jections is sufficient for the attenuation of nocifensive responses
to mechanical stimulation in naive and formalin-treated rats
(Raver et al., 2020). The genetic profile of CeA neurons must
therefore be considered in the context of their position within
specific neuronal circuits.

Functional implications
Our results indicate that activation of CeACAM-LPBN projections
not only inhibits pain responses, but also induces a behavioral

shift toward the positive-appetitive pole of the emotional-motiva-
tional continuum. This form of descending pain modulation
stands in stark contrast to amygdala- and PAG-mediated stress-
induced analgesia, where the inhibition of ascending pain signals
is accompanied by aversion and defensive behavior. Conceivably,
CeACAM-LPBN projections would become active when an ani-
mal must overcome a noxious or aversive experience to address
appetitive motivations such as feeding or copulation; in such
scenarios, it would be advantageous to suppress pain without
disrupting the appetitive motivational state. Future treatments
enhancing CeACAM-LPBN signaling may hold substantial bene-
fits for pain patients. Hypothetically, such treatments would
not only decrease pain sensation, but would also reduce the
prevalence of negative coping strategies such as avoidance and
catastrophizing, and promote a positive affective state that may
support recuperation.
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